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Durable Vinyl Fence Banners Now Available from Sunrise Digital

Fence banners from Sunrise Digital are economical enough for short term use and durable
enough for long term use. They combine the winning combination of high-quality materials and
best-in-the-business printing equipment to ensure an exemplary finished product.

Chicago, IL (PRWEB) August 18, 2014 -- Sunrise Digital pride themselves on high-quality products with super
fast turnaround times. Their fence banners are no exemption. Sunrise starts with the choice of 13oz or 18oz
reinforced scrim vinyl that is super-reinforced with excellent outdoor durability. Printing is done via 6-color
UV flatbed or solvent depending on the size of the banner. Banner sizes can be up to 48”x96” or 60” wide by
any length. Basic banners are finished off with heavy duty silver grommets placed wherever needed. These
fence banners can be used short-term to advertise a particular event, or temporary construction on a site, but
they are also durable enough for long-term use.

In addition to the standard banner printing, Sunrise offers a variety of finishing options, all of which are
completed in-house, keeping turnaround times short and sweet. Stitch hemmed edges are a smart option for an
extra clean look, and the double-stitching ensures the strongest hemming available. Wind slits are another add-
on that adds to durability in harsh weather conditions. Wind slits are cut on super precise digital cutters with
unique TearStopper™ pattern that reduces wind stress and virtually eliminates tearing. Installation services and
advice are also available upon request.

About Sunrise Hitek Group, LLC.
Sunrise Hitek Group, LLC. is an Inc. 5000 company established in 1988 and employs the most advanced
equipment and technology, such as G7-certified HP Indigo and UV flatbed presses, laser engraving, and digital
die-cutting, to create best-in-class color printing, short-run packaging, P.O.P. retail displays, and signage
products. A privately-owned enterprise, the company is based in Chicago and sells products worldwide.
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Contact Information
Jimmy Sun
Sunrise Hitek Group LLC
http://www.uuberstore.com
+1 (773) 792-8880 Ext: 11

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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